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INVESTIGATIVE REPORTER STATEMENT
FOR MR. TODD GIFFEN
1. My name is Ramola D/Dharmaraj. I am an author, publisher, investigative reporter,

writer, poet, educator, and human rights activist. My degrees are as follows: Bachelor's
in Physics (B.Sc.), Master's in Business Administration (MBA), Post-Graduate Diploma
Training in Journalism, Master's in Creative Writing (MFA). I have published widely in
American literary journals and received national and regional awards for my writing
including a National Endowment for the Arts Award in Poetry (2005) and an Associated
Writing Programs Award, the Grace Paley Prize in Short Fiction (2009); I have two
books in print (Invisible Season, Temporary Lives) and a third (For the Sake of the Boy,
Paycock Press) forthcoming. I have taught College English and Creative Writing in
several Universities and educational institutions in the Washington DC area such as
George Washington University, American University, George Mason University, and the
USDA Graduate School as well as worked in management consulting as a technical and
business analyst, writer and trainer, and in freelance journalism for over 25 years. I have
specifically worked as an investigative reporter and publisher in the areas of science,
technology, surveillance and military technology, consciousness, ethics, and human
rights for the past five years, as evident in reportage at my media site and blog The
Everyday Concerned Citizen (everydayconcerned.net), my Youtube/Vimeo/Bitchute
channels Ramola D Reports, and at various sites online including Washington's Blog,
The Sleuth Journal, Intellihub News, Medium, and Steemit. My articles, fiction, and
poetry have been widely re-published online and in literary anthologies.
2. In the course of my investigative reportage, I have studied military and Intelligence

documents, spoken with and reported the testimonial of US Government whistleblowers
and scientists, including from the NSA, CIA, FBI, Department of Defense, US Air
Force, US Navy, NASA, and US Army, as well as former French and Belgian
Intelligence; I have researched and reported the work, words, and testimonial of
scientists from the CIA, US Navy and UK Navy, as well as widely researched and
reported on the work of scientists and militaries worldwide, particularly in the areas of
electromagnetic weaponry or DEWs, neurotechnology, EMF/neuroweapons testing,
wireless telemetry, and surveillance technology. I have investigated and reported on
human subject protections and non-consensual neuro-experimentation among other
modern science and technology issues, interviewed a wide variety of professionals
including science and technology journalists, authors, academics, neurologists,
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psychologists, psychiatrists, electronic engineers, scientists, writers, other journalists,
and published the testimonials of many people worldwide reporting non-consensual
military/Intelligence neuro-experimentation with Radio Frequency and Sonic
technologies today. From my perusal of military and Intelligence documents, listening to
and reading audio/video/print testimonial of whistleblower scientists and Intelligence
analysts, researching the history of weaponized Neuroscience, and speaking personally
with whistleblowers, and multiple reporting victims, I can attest to the reality of ongoing
Neuro-technology testing and training as well as non-consensual neuro-experimentation
with electronic warfare weaponry, Brain Computer Interfaces, and RFID tracking
micro/nanotech on civilian populations in the US, Europe, and worldwide.
3. As a reporter and human rights activist, I have spoken with Todd Giffen on several
occasions over the past few years and have perused his testimonials and amassed
references to articles and videos on his websites on the subjects of NSA surveillance,
Remote Neural Monitoring, and NSA and CIA interest in Remote Viewing and ESP, as
well as non-consensual neuro-experimentation and the covert use of anti-personnel NonLethal-Weapons or Directed-Energy Weapons on American citizens.
4. I have been aware through this time of Mr. Giffen's interest in raising public awareness
of these matters through such means as interviewing reporting victims of these crimes as
well as whistleblowers, attending rallies where others targeted were protesting, such as
on the Mall in Washington, DC, and alerting the general public to ongoing neuroexperimentation crimes at symposia like the Left Forum.
5. I have also been aware that Mr. Giffen has been interested in legally addressing human
rights violations committed against him, which I am also aware is an issue of abiding
interest to many reporting victims whose stories I have heard, recorded, and published,
in the interests of public education and awareness.
6. I have also been aware that Mr. Giffen, while given to questionable use of language at
times, is held in high esteem by many hundreds of reporting victims of Surveillance
abuses and military/Intelligence non-consensual experimentation abuses, who appreciate
his inquiring mind, his vast knowledge of US Law, the US Constitution, and citizen
rights, his awareness-raising efforts, and his activism on their behalf to publicize war
crimes and human rights violations.

7. Evidence of Ongoing Military/Intelligence Electromagnetic
Neurotechnology Experimentation on Citizens, Remote
Neural Monitoring Surveillance & Field Weapons Tests
As an investigative reporter and researcher used to the close examination, scrutiny,
analysis and summary of reported information on these subjects, and privy as well to the
public-domain disclosures of the US Military and Intelligence Community, I have come
to the following evidence-based conclusions, and can testify to the veracity of these
statements:
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A. EMF, Directed-Energy, and Neurotechnologies Do Exist and Are in
Use: When Mr. Giffen reports non-consensual neuro-experimentation on his person—as
he has recently to court officials, as well as via public-education mailings and handouts
to citizens and government officials—he is not alone, thousands are reporting such
covert 21st-Century technology use on their persons today. Proof that such technologies
are being tested and used covertly on citizens does exist.
As an investigative science and technology reporter covering Military and Intelligence
technologies, I can attest that Mr. Giffen is not engaging in delusions when he speaks of
electromagnetic technologies, neurotechnologies such as Brain Computer Interfaces,
Remote Neural Monitoring, or directed-energy-weapon technology which can be
operated remotely from a distance, in silence, yet some of which can be recorded on
meters and spectrum analyzers: these technologies exist.
There is a history of human rights activism, whistleblowing, and reportage on this
subject which points to covert operation across several decades of these neuro/bio
weapons on citizens. Public reports of modern neurotechnologies, both academic and
military have lately also been increasing.
This is a vast subject and merits detailed inquiry.
The fundamental fact that should be noted here is: It is absolutely not a sign of
“delusion,” “paranoia,” or “schizophrenia” when anyone reports or mentions the
existence of or suspected use on their person of electromagnetic technologies or remote
neural monitoring neurotechnologies such as Remote Viewing, NSA ESP, BCI (Brain
Computer Interface) or Neuro Imaging technologies, or wireless telemetry (RFID
microchips, WBANS, nanotechnology, bio-sensors and implants). There is ample
evidence today of the use of electromagnetic (radio frequency), scalar, sonic, nano/bio
and other weapons on non-consensual human subjects, some of this is provided below.
Whether these technologies are indeed being used on someone and whether someone is
implanted can be determined by scientific diagnostic means such as medical radiology,
toxicology analysis, Faraday cage Radio Frequency emission measurements and the use
of spectrum analyzers and microwave detection devices, as several human rights
organizations and groups in Europe and the US such as ICAACT (icaact.org) and
ICATOR (icator.be) have been reporting.
Uninformed doctors and psychiatrists as well as uninformed city, court, or Law
Enforcement officials need to understand that not only do these technologies exist, they
are being used covertly against citizens today in highly invasive ways which constitute
distinct crimes against humanity.
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B. General Evidence via Whistleblowers, Documents, Reports, Articles
on EMF Neuro Bio Technologies: General evidence of the existence and use of
military, Intelligence, and medical EMF neuro/bio technologies on citizens includes
recorded literature in the public-domain, declassified documents, whistleblower
testimonial and affidavits, Defense contracts, patents, and Criminal Justice reports.
Some sources and information are presented below.

Public-Domain Reports and Documents, Declassified/Unclassified
What Impact Will Psychotronic Weapons Have on Crisis Negotiation Teams by the year
2020?/by Michael Basgall, Clovis Police Department/April 2013
https://everydayconcerned.files.wordpress.com/2019/03/what-impact-will-psychotronicweapons-have-on-crisis-negotiation-teams-52-basgall.pdf
In this Command College journal article published in 2013, a Law Enforcement officer,
now a Police Chief, Michael Basgall, in Clovis, California examined closely the
question of psychotronic neuroweapon use by Police Departments as a “future” tool for
use by PDs, including examining Voice to Skull technologies, and concluded that they
had “the potential to be a great tool for law enforcement” but would “require complete
public support” since “the public may be strongly adverse to its use by law enforcement
due to its extremely intrusive nature.”
2014 NSA Confirmation of 2012 Intelligence re. Mr. Beck’s Late ’90s Travels in “Hostile”
Country with Stealth Assault Nervous-System Damaging High-Powered Microwave Weapon
https://everydayconcerned.files.wordpress.com/2019/03/full.pdf
Also notable is that the NSA, in 2014, revealing thus its own expertise in this area,
advised that a certain American traveling abroad had been in a country which did
possess a high-powered microwave weapon system which could produce the symptoms
he had reported: “to weaken, intimidate, or kill an enemy over time and without leaving
evidence.” As many American and foreign targets of the NSA and their covert agency
partners today report, NSA acknowledged that this weapons system is intended to “bathe
a target’s living quarters in microwaves, causing numerous physical effects, including a
damaged nervous system.”
Covert Mind Control Operations of the US National Security Agency
Nexus Magazine, April-May 1996, Reporting the Historic 1992 John St. Clair Akwei Lawsuit
vs NSA
https://everydayconcerned.files.wordpress.com/2019/04/nexusmagazineakweinsalawsuit.pdf
“NSA personnel can control the lives of hundrcds of thousands of indIviduals in the US
by using the NSA's domestic ,intelligence network and cover businesses. The operations
independently run by them can sometimes go beyond the bounds of law. Long-term
control and sabotage of tens of thousands of unwitting citizens by NSA operatives is
likely to happen. NSA DOMINT has the ability to assassinate US citizens covertly or
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run covert psychological c-ontrol operations to cause subjects to be diagnosed with ill
mental health....
There has been a Signals Intelligence nctwork in the US since the 1940s. The NSA, Ft
Meade has in place a vast two-way wireless RNM system which is used to track subjects
and non-invasively monitor audiovisual information in their brains. This IS all done with
no physical contact with the subject. RNM is the ultimate mcthod of surveillance and
domestic intelligence. Speech, 3D sound and subliminal audio can be sent to the
auditory cortex of the subject's brain (bypassing the ears), and images can be sent into
the visual cortex. RNM can alter a subject's perceptions, moods and motor control.
Speech cortcx/auditory cortex link has become the ultimate communications
system for the intelligence community. RNM allows for a complete audiovisual brain-tobrain link or brain-to-computer link.”
Neurotechnology in National Security and Defense/Dr. James Giordiano
https://everydayconcerned.files.wordpress.com/2019/04/neurotechnology-in-national-securityand-defense-by-dr.-james-giordano-1.pdf
July 2015/Secret Intelligence Service/The DIA Documents--USSR, July 1972/PsychotronicsSummary DIA/Controlled Offensive Behavior:
https://everydayconcerned.files.wordpress.com/2019/04/sis.org-psychotronics-e28093summary-dia.pdf

Government Whistleblowers Speak Out:
It is a well-known and prolifically documented fact that such electro-magnetic
weaponry exists and has been operational for decades, used by the military and
intelligence agencies (including but not limited to FBI, CIA, NSA, DIA, DARPA)
against persons deemed “dissidents,” whistleblowers, journalists and expositors
of vital information which should be of concern to every American who values
the God-given, unalienable rights and liberties enshrined in the Declaration of
Independence and the U.S. Constitution, and specifically the Bill of Rights
contained therein….I am one of many former intelligence professionals, an
independent investigator, intelligence analyst and journalist, who, for more than a
quarter century, has been documenting and publicly reporting on the high-tech
anti-personnel weaponry used against us.
·Barbara Hartwell, CIA Whistle-blower, Independent Investigator,

Intelligence Analyst, Journalist/ Letter from Barbara Hartwell for
Ramola D
“Technology in the public-demain is at least 50 years behind the technologies in
the hands of secret services and militaries. Implants were used by CIA in 1952,
now implants in hands are used in 2000 to open doors, garages. Back in 1975,
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Russian foreign minister Gromyko reported that the subject of psychotronic or
non-lethal weapons being a weapon of mass destruction was brought up in the
UN and many countries agreed they should be banned, but the US did not.
Militaries and secret services have always secretly experimented on people—it is
absolutely criminal.”
--Dr. Rauni Kilde, former Chief Medical Officer of Finland, Secret
Psychotronic Operations (sous-titre fran軋is):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kAcd-XEvoCM
“In the middle of March Polish minister of defence Antoni Macierewicz visited
the University of Father Tadeusz Rydzyk to participate in the discussion on the
subject "Problems of actual politics, military conflicts and terrorism". One of the
listeners asked him if Poland has a strategy addressing the illegal experiments
with electromagnetic weapons on Polish citizens. The minister replied that his
ministry is performing an analysis aimed at finding out in what regions of Poland
the people, who are complaining about such attacks, are living and that,
according to preliminary information, most of the complaints originate from
Lower Silesia and northwestern Poland. He also stated that in about half a year
he will know more https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YgVs4-m0lNY#t=33 .”
--Mojmir Babacek, Human Rights Advocate, Journalist
Poland Investigates Electromagnetic Attacks on Brains of its
Citizens, https://www.opednews.com/articles/PolandInvestigares-Electr-by-mojmir-Babacek-Brain_BrainDead_Brain-Net_Brainwashing-160411-368.html
The high-tech, covert technology to which Mrs. Dharmaraj refers, has been used
secretly for decades against our enemies when overt actions were simply too
risky…I will tell you that I have been working closely with Ramola Dharmaraj
for almost two years and am quite impressed with her multifaceted talent,
integrity, superior intellect, brilliant writing capability and exceptional research
ability. What she is telling you about highly advanced, covert technology being
used on “inconvenient” people, people of integrity (whistle-blowers), truth-tellers
(certain journalists), activists, potential leaders in a community, independent and
aware thinkers, patriots, and Constitutionalists, as a means to intimidate, isolate,
torture, murder and “make examples of” them to the general population, is 100%
true…
NSA Intelligence Analyst Karen Melton-Stewart (Retd.)/Letter from
Karen Stewart for Ramola D
The FBI is spearheading the most colossal and evil attacks on people ever
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conceived on the face of the Earth, and they are using Deep Space-based
technology, they are using Bio-Chemical Viral Warfare Elements and Agents, and
they’re using Psychological Warfare to destroy people.
FBI Special Agent, Attorney, Judge Geral Sosbee (Retd.)/Ramola D
Reports/Report #56: Geral Sosbee, FBI Whistleblower Reports
Massive Crime By FBI

CIA/Military AI/Cybernetics Scientists, Neuroscientists, and Medical
Personnel Provide Public Disclosure
"In February 2019, a former medical planner for the military, Debra D Schnelle,
testifying to a committee on Emerging BioDefense mentioned Neuro Cognitive
Weapons, saying the US Navy Surgeon-General’s Office has stated that Neuro Cognitive
Weapons which could induce advanced Alzheimer’s in a matter of days constitute an
emerging biological weapons threat in the operational battlespace to US soldiers, setting
the public seed thereby for coerced public consent to military Neuroweaponry research."
--Ramola D/No Longer True: The NSA “Isn’t Getting Violent
Internally in the US”: Millions Today in US Are Targeted with
RF/Scalar/Sonic Weapons, Nano Weapons, Neuro Weapons,
Chem/Bio Weapons

“The military applications were quite transparent. I worked on the AI (artificial
intelligence) natural language responses. They are broadly called “chatter-bots”.
They are useful in occupation of the target mind for disablement, NLP (neural
linguistic programming), and interrogation....The CIA formerly used mostly LSD
and other substances that would perform similar functions....A weapon more
powerful than the atomic bomb for influencing populations is quite sought after
by many countries. It is another arms race. When weapons are “field tested” they
need to be very secretive. The database for the probability matrices of the efficacy
on each culture and language needs to be done for improvements, development,
and evolution of the AI system. Doing it world-wide is necessary for other
reasons too.”
--Robert Duncan, Ph.D, DOD/CIA Scientist,
Cybernetics & Artificial Intelligence, Author, The
Matrix Deciphered, Project Soulcatcher
Public Disclosure on Neuro Weapons and Neuro Technologies In Use Today
https://everydayconcerned.net/about/ramola-dreports/todays-science-andtechnology/public-disclosure-on-neuro-weapons-and-neuro-technologies-in-use-today/
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“The brain is the next battlespace…. We are targeting the brain…. Like (in) any
race, the morbidity and mortality, going at this speed, with this level of integrity
and this level of momentum, is real. We are tracking neurological or brain
signatures of key targeted individuals that are thought to represent whole
groups....I can utilize neuro-pharmacologics and various forms of brain
stimulation to extract information from key intelligence targets....TITAN (Tieredintegrated Tracking and Access Networks) utilizes biologically-implantable chips
to track key individuals and provide information about the way brains work to
create narratives and behaviors....In Europe, the Nutfield Council of Bioethics
said we are getting very close to weaponizing the brain sciences and in a year it
would be ready for use. In 2014, the NAS reconvened and made the
announcement that the brain sciences are now ready and are currently being used
in such endeavors in the US and worldwide. So we are moving into the
operational space. I.e., it is being used....High-output sensory stimulators (can be
administered by UAVs (unmanned aerial vehicles), drones, or insect borne, or by
large vehicles; cars, or tanks). These use sensory mobilizing agents that use high
electromagnetic pulse energy that may also use high levels of sound and light
energy and they disrupt neuro sensory functions. These are being used.”
--Dr. James Giordiano, Military Neuroscientist, Head of European Union
Human Brain Project, Georgetown University Professor, from Dr. Eric
Karlstrom's article, “Appendix 58: Dr. James Giordano (2017)Weaponized Brain Science and Technology: Battlespace/Organized
Stalking Applications of Neuroweapons (youtube, pdf, and my notes)”
--https://911nwo.com/?p=6464
For more whistleblowing testimonial and affidavits, please see
everydayconcerned.net.
Military and Industrial Documents and Reports, Affidavits, Articles, Videos
Several declassified documents, articles, affidavits, and reports record the testing
and use of electromagnetic neuro/bioweapons on people, both in the USA and
Europe. They include:
·The US Department of Defense's declassified document, Bioeffects of Selected

Non-Lethal Weapons/
https://everydayconcerned.files.wordpress.com/2018/04/bioeffects_of_selected_n
on-lethal_weapons.pdf made available on FOIA request in 2006 to Donald
Friedman as well as to Dr. Millicent Black;
·2002 US Air Force Research Laboratory report Biological Effects of Directed

Energy/ https://everydayconcerned.files.wordpress.com/2018/04/ada4088091.pdf, summarizing findings from a contract with Veridian Engineering;
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·The USAF Radio Frequency Radio Dosimetry Handbook/

https://everydayconcerned.files.wordpress.com/2018/04/18j_2009_u-s_air_force_directed_energy_bioeffects_divsion_radio_frequency_radiation_branc
h_handbook_5th_editor_july_2009.pdf which spells out the known dosages of
radiation and frequencies which affect different body parts, in projects the US like
Russia has been working on for decades, since the 1950s.
·Less Than Lethal and Directed Energy Weapons, Defense One: https://defense-

update.com/20061112_feature-nlw.html
·Non-Kinetic Energy Weapons Termed Non-Lethal, Geneva Academy for

International Humanitarian Law and Human Rights, https://www.genevaacademy.ch/joomlatools-files/docman-files/Non-Kinetic-Energy%20Weapons.pdf
·Targeting the Human with Directed Energy Weapons, Dr. Reinhard Munzert,

http://www.mikrowellenterror.de/english/mw-weapon.htm
·Former US Navy Officer Walks Across America to Expose Covert Targeting and

Neuro-Experimentation Program, Ramola D/The Everyday Concerned Citizen,
https://everydayconcerned.net/2016/05/23/former-us-navy-officer-walks-acrossamerica-to-expose-covert-targeting-and-neuro-experimentation-program/
·Europe Non-Lethal Weapons Market, 2018-2023, Mordor Intelligence,

https://www.mordorintelligence.com/industry-reports/europe-non-lethalweapons-market
·Global Directed Energy Weapons Technologies and Market Forecast to 2025,

https://www.researchandmarkets.com/research/7bjfrr/global_directed?
·The ethical aspects of ICT implants in the human body, European Group on

Ethics in Science and New Technologies to the European Commission
https://healthwyze.org/archive/ethical_aspects_implants_eu.pdf
·ICT Implants, nanotechnology, and some reasons for caution, Y.G. Erden,

Research Fellow in Ethics and Emerging Technologies, CBET, St. Mary's
University College, UK https://www.bioethics.ac.uk/news/ICT-Implantsnanotechnology-and-some-reasons-for-caution.php
·Microchip Implants, Mind Control, and Cybernetics, Dr. Rauni-Leena

Luukanen-Kilde, MD, Spekula, https://everydayconcerned.net/2015/10/22/drrauni-leena-luukanen-kilde-md-former-chief-medical-officer-of-finlandmicrochip-implants-mind-control-and-cybernetics/
· Secret Psychotronic Operations, Dr. Rauni Kilde: https://youtu.be/H5ftmamL2Pw
· Voice of God Weapon, Synthetic Telepathy, Cybernetic Hive Minds, MK

ULTRA, Dr. Robert Duncan, from Jesse Ventura's Conspiracy/Other Talks:
https://youtu.be/H5ftmamL2Pw
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· Sonic Projectors, Voice to Skull Weapons (with Military Definition):

http://www.thelivingmoon.com/45jack_files/03files/Sonic_Projection.html
C.

In the face of existent Neurotechnologies and Directed-Energy Weapons therefore,

there is no evidence to this reporter that Mr. Giffen is delusional when he mentions these
nor that his “ideas” regarding EMF/Neurotechnologies, as contained in his publiceducation and humanitarian activism efforts (via websites and posted documents) to
raise public awareness of EMF neuro/bioweapons testing and non-consensual
experimentation going on are in any way delusional: military documents, scientists,
neuroscientists, journalists, and Intelligence agency whistleblowers confirm the truth and
accuracy of his reportage.
Todd Giffen's mental competency should not be called into question by his reportage or
mention of these existent neurotechnologies and secretive testing programs, knowledge
of which indicates scholarship, not “schizophrenia.”
I testify that all I have stated here is true, to the best of my knowledge and belief: All
documented information I have provided here (with sources) is true, all editorial reference to
my own investigative research and reports as previously published is true, and all my analyses
of reportage of his own experience from Mr. Todd Giffen is based on the truth and veracity of
his testimonial, which is my belief based on my knowledge of his character as a person of
warm compassion for all victims of human rights abuses, a scholarly activist, and a highly
intelligent and thoughtful researcher.
Signed,
Ramola D/Dharmaraj
BS (Physics), MBA, Dip. Journalism, MFA (Poetry)
Journalist | Writer | Poet | Educator | Activist
Editor/Publisher, The Everyday Concerned Citizen
Reporter, Ramola D Reports
Author, Temporary Lives, Invisible Season, For the Sake of the Boy (forthcoming)
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